Introducing the
X2 Split Rim
“A specially designed rim for easy tire replacement”

TARGET MARKET:
• Home mechanics
• Do it yourself enthusiasts

FEATURES:
• Two part rim allows for easy tire install
• Allows for mounting of tires with minimal
tools.

PATENT INFORMATION:
A provisional patent application was filed
in January of 2020. The Mars Rising Network
performed the patent search and concluded
there is nothing similar to this product on
the market, which means this unique device
could be patented and used everywhere.

SUMMARY:

See how it works!
Watch the video at
www.X2-splitrim.com

The X2 Split Rim

An airtight gasket
prevents air leakage

Working on your own automobiles at home
can be a gratifying experience. It saves a great
deal of expense and you know that it is done
correctly. Unfortunately, there are times when
you need to have a procedure done at a shop
that you should be able to do yourself. One of
those procedures is having a tire put on a rim.
Well, now you can do this yourself with ease.

Introducing the X2 Split Rim. The X2 Split
Rim will allow you to change a tire at home, with
less trouble than a tire changer. This system will
allow you to buy tires online and choose the
tires you want at competitive online prices.
The X2 Split Rim is a new type of wheel
that is actually two main parts that are secured
together through both sides of the tire. At the
center where the two parts meet there is a
gasket which prevents air leakage. After filling
the tire with air, you then balance your tire, then
reinstall the wheel back on the vehicle and you
are done.
Home mechanics will immediately see
the usefulness of the rims as it saves many
time consuming trips to service centers. With
an inexpensive tire balancing devise available
from Walmart.com™ and many other stores,
this invention provides the needed step for
complete home tire replacement.
The possible use of bolts to secure both
parts of the rim would add decorative appeal to
the design.
The global automotive wheel market was
valued at $30.011 billion in 2017 and is projected
to reach $47.3 billion by 2025.

For more information:
Inventor
Jose De La Torre
Grand Terrance, CA
PH: (909) 953-5433
www.X2-Splitrim.com
Email: info@X2-Splitrim.com
About the Developer
Jose De La Torre has developed an idea for a simple but effective solution.
With this invention many home mechanics will be able to change a tire
without taking it in to a shop. He then contacted the Mars Rising Network and
had a provisional patent application filed. Working with Mars Rising Network,
he had the invention refined with the hope of turning this great idea into a
real product. He is actively seeking a company that would have an interest in
partnering with him to get this product on the market.
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